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Abstract—The transfer of prerecorded, compressed variable-bit-rate
video requires multimedia services to support large fluctuations in band-
width requirements on multiple time scales. Bandwidth smoothing tech-
niques can reduce the burstiness of a variable-bit-rate stream by transmit-
ting data at a series of fixed rates, simplifying the allocation of resources in
video servers and the communication network. This paper compares the
transmission schedules generated by the various smoothing algorithms,
based on a collection of metrics that relate directly to the server,
network, and client resources necessary for the transmission, transport,
and playback of prerecorded video. Using MPEG-1 and MJPEG video
data and a range of client buffer sizes, we investigate the interplay
between the performance metrics and the smoothing algorithms. The
results highlight the unique strengths and weaknesses of each bandwidth
smoothing algorithm, as well as the characteristics of a diverse set of
video clips.

Index Terms—Bandwidth smoothing, compressed video, traffic man-
agement, Video-on-demand server, video traces.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many emerging multimedia applications, such as distance learning
and entertainment services, rely on the efficient transfer of prere-
corded video. Video-on-demand servers typically store video on large,
fast disks [1]–[3]; the server may also include tertiary storage, such
as tapes or optical jukeboxes, for holding less frequently requested
data. A network connects the video servers to the client sites through
one or more communication links. The network can help ensure the
continuous delivery of the video data by including support for rate
or delay guarantees [4], [5], based on resource reservation requests
from the video server. Client sites include workstations and set-top
boxes that have a playback buffer for storing video frames.

High-quality video requires a large amount of storage space and
network bandwidth. Even effective compression techniques, such as
MPEG [6] and motion-JPEG [7], still result in video streams with
bandwidth requirements in the range of 2–10 Mbit/s. Many video
encoders generate constant-bit-rate (CBR) streams to simplify the
allocation of disk, memory, and network resources. However, CBR-
encoded video ultimately has variable quality, since the encoder
is not permitted to increase the output bit rate during periods of
action or detail, precisely when degradation in quality would be most
noticeable to the viewer. Alternatively, video encoders can generate
constant-quality video, resulting in a variable-bit-rate (VBR) stream.
Constant-quality video typically has higher quality than a constant-
bit-rate stream with the same average bandwidth [8], [9]. However,
constant-quality video can exhibit significant burstiness on multiple
time scales due to the natural variations within and between scenes,
as well as the frame structure of the encoding algorithm [10]–[14].
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The efficient transfer of constant-quality video requires effective
techniques for handling burstiness. Although the server, network,
and client could conceivably allocate resources based on the peak bit
rate of the stream, such over-provisioning is extremely wasteful and
undermines the benefits of a constant-quality encoding. Alternatively,
resources could be allocated based on certain assumptions about
how a variable-bit-rate stream would multiplex with other traffic.
Models based on statistical multiplexing, and particularly the theory
of effective bandwidth, are useful for network provisioning, partic-
ularly on high-bandwidth links that carry a large number of traffic
streams. However, statistical multiplexing does not offer deterministic
guarantees and is less useful on lower-bandwidth links that multiplex
a small or moderate number of streams. Despite rapid increases in
backbone capacity in recent years, most broadband access networks
cannot carry more than a handful of high-quality video streams
at a time. Instead of relying on statistical multiplexing to handle
burstiness, we believe that it is necessary to reduce the variability of
individual video streams.

Prerecorded video offers a unique opportunity to reduce the vari-
ability of the network bandwidth requirements by transmitting frames
to the client playback buffer in advance of each burst. Capitalizing
on a priori knowledge of the number of bytes in each frame (the
frame size), the server can precompute a transmission schedule that
minimizes the bit rate while avoiding both underflow and overflow of
the client buffer. This basic observation has been the underpinning of
a class ofbandwidth smoothingalgorithms for stored video [15]–[22].
Each of these algorithms can compute a transmission schedule for
an N -frame video stream, given frame sizesfi; i = 1; 2; � � � ; N;

and a b-bit client buffer. Bandwidth smoothing offers substantial
reductions in the peak and variability of bandwidth requirements
for transmitting constant-quality video. These benefits come from
removing short-term burstiness (e.g., at the MPEG group-of-pictures
level), as well as the medium-term burstiness within and between
scenes. The transmission of a smooth stream can make efficient use
of simple resource allocation models, such as constant-bit-rate or
renegotiated constant-bit-rate services [17].

Reducing the peak transmission rate of the video stream is the
primary goal of each of the smoothing algorithms. The algorithms,
however, differ in what other performance metrics they consider. As
a result, the various bandwidth smoothing algorithms generate trans-
mission plans with different performance properties. The properties
of the transmission schedules relate directly to the overhead of the
transmission, transport, and playback of prerecorded constant-quality
video. For example, this paper considers six smoothing algorithms
that generate transmission schedules that

1) minimize the number of rate changes in transmission [16];
2) minimize the variability of the bandwidth requirements [17];
3) minimize the utilization of the client buffer [18];
4) minimize the number of on–off segments in an on–off trans-

mission model [23];
5) change transmission rates only at periodic intervals [19],
6) minimize general cost metrics through dynamic programming

[20] subject to limiting the peak transmission rate in the stream
and avoiding underflow and overflow of theb-bit client buffer.

The appropriate optimization criterion depends on the underlying
resource allocation model at the server and client sites, as well as
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the network. In a realistic setting, however, more than one criterion
may have impact on the resource requirements, particularly when
the components in the system have different performance goals. For
example, low buffer utilization may appeal to the clients, whereas
low bandwidth variability may appeal to service providers that wish
to multiplex as many streams as possible. As a result, it becomes
important to understand how well each smoothing algorithm performs
across the range of possible optimization criteria. An algorithm
that has near-optimal performance according to several metrics may
be preferable to an algorithm that is optimal for one metric and
performs poorly for all the others. In this paper, we present a
systematic comparison of bandwidth smoothing algorithms across
a range of optimization criteria and video traces, with the goal of
quantifying how well each algorithm performs according to each
metric. Experimenting with a diverse set of video traces enables
us to draw sound conclusions about the performance of the various
algorithms and the effectiveness of bandwidth smoothing.

The performance comparison draws on our library of 20 full-length,
constant-quality video clips.1 These traces were generated using a PC-
based motion-JPEG video capture testbed, as described in [24], [25].
By studying a range of different video streams (including a range
of educational videos, action movies, and animated films, as well as
clips encoded with different quantizers settings), we can determine
how much each type of video stream can benefit from each of the
smoothing algorithms. For completeness, we also consider a number
of publicly available MPEG-1 traces [14]. Throughout the paper, we
show results for all of the traces to highlight both the general trends
and the variation in the results for different video clips and different
encoding schemes. Our detailed evaluation of bandwidth smoothing
algorithms on a diverse set of video traces complements recent survey
papers that focus more broadly, and in less detail, on the variety of
techniques available for handling variable-bit-rate video [26], [27].

Section II surveys the six bandwidth smoothing algorithms, with an
emphasis on the metrics they optimize as well as their computational
complexity. Drawing on the video traces, Section III compares the
smoothing algorithms and investigates the interaction between four
key performance metrics:

1) peak bandwidth requirement;
2) variability of transmission rates;
3) number of rate changes;
4) client buffer utilization that relate directly to the server,

network, and client resources required for transmitting the
smoothed video stream.

In addition to evaluating the bandwidth smoothing algorithms, these
experiments also highlight unique properties of the underlying video
clips. These results motivate several possible directions for future
research on the efficient transmission of prerecorded variable-bit-rate
video, as discussed in Section IV.

II. BANDWIDTH SMOOTHING ALGORITHMS

A multimedia server can substantially reduce the rate requirements
for transmitting prerecorded video by transmitting frames into the
client playback buffer in advance of each burst. A class of bandwidth
smoothing algorithms capitalizes ona priori knowledge of the
prerecorded stream to compute a server transmission schedule, based
on the size of the playback buffer.

A. Overflow and Underflow Constraints

A compressed video stream consists ofn frames, where framei
requiresfi bytes of storage. Without loss of generality, we assume

1http://www.cis.ohio-state.edu/˜wuchi/Video/index.html.

Fig. 1. Computing Transmission Plans: This figure shows the buffer
underflow and overflow curves for a sample video stream. The resulting
transmission plan consists of three constant-bit-rate runs that serve as a server
schedule for transmitting video frames.

that time is measured in units of frame slots. To permit continuous
playback at the client site, the server must always transmit enough
data to avoid buffer underflow, where

L(k) =

k

i=0

fi

indicates the amount of data consumed at the client by framek, where
k = 0; 1; � � � ; n � 1: Similarly, the client should not receive more
data than

U(k) = L(k) + b

by framek, to prevent overflow of the playback buffer (of sizeb).2

Consequently, any valid server transmission plan should stay within
the area enclosed by these vertically equidistant functions, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). That is,

L(k) �

k

i=0

ci � U(k)

whereci is the transmission rate during frame sloti of the smoothed
video stream.

A transmission schedule consists of a sequence ofm linear seg-
ments, each with a constant bandwidth allocationrj ; j = 1; 2; � � � ; m,
where time is measured in discrete frame slots. At timei, the server
transmits at rateci = rj , where sloti occurs during runj: Together,
the m bandwidth runs must form a monotonically nondecreasing,
piecewise-linear path that stays between theL(k) andU(k) curves.
For example, Fig. 1 shows a plan withm = 3 runs, where the
second run increases the transmission rate to avoid buffer underflow
at the client playback buffer; similarly, the third run decreases the
rate to prevent overflow. Bandwidth smoothing algorithms typically
select the starting point for runj + 1 based on the trajectory for
run j: By extending the fixed-rate line for runj, the trajectory
eventually encounters either the underflow or the overflow curve,
or both, requiring a change in the server transmission rate.

B. Selecting Long Trajectories

Several different smoothing algorithms have been introduced that
use both theL(k) andU(k) curves in computing the bandwidth runs
in the transmission plans, based on the size of the client playback
buffer.

2This definition of the overflow constraintU(k) assumes that the client
removes framek from the playback buffer into a separate decode buffer at
time k: If the client has a single shared buffer, the underflow constraint is
U(k) = L(k � 1) + b:
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Given a starting point for runj+1, these algorithms select a trajec-
tory that extends as far as possible to limit the number of bandwidth
changes. As a result, the trajectory for each run must eventually reach
both the overflow and the underflow curves, generating afrontier of
possible starting points for the next run, as shown in Fig. 1. The
various bandwidth smoothing algorithms differ in how they select a
starting point for runj+1 on rate increases and decreases, resulting
in transmission plans with different performance properties.

• MCBA: To minimize the number of rate decreases, theminimum
changes bandwidth allocation(MCBA) algorithm [16] performs
a search operation on the frontier of each rate change for a
starting point for the next run. This results in a transmission plan
with the smallest possible number of rate changes (minimizes
m), as well as the minimum peak bandwidth requirement. When
implemented with a binary search, the MCBA algorithm has
a worst-case complexity ofO(n2 logn), where thelogn term
arises from performing a binary search along the frontier of
each run; on average, the algorithms run inO(n logn) time.
An alternate implementation, based on an algorithm from the
robotics literature, hasO(n) complexity [21]. A sample schedule
is shown in Fig. 2(a).

• MVBA: Instead of minimizing the number of rate changes
m, the minimum variability bandwidth allocation(MVBA) al-
gorithm minimizes the variance in the rate requirements [17].
MVBA initiates bandwidth changes at the left-most point along
the frontier, for both rate increases and rate decreases. As a
result, an MVBA transmission plangraduallyalters the stream’s
rate requirement, sometimes at the expense of a larger number of
small bandwidth changes. By avoiding a binary search along the
frontier, the MVBA algorithm can have a worst-case complexity
of O(n2): An alternate implementation of the algorithm can be
derived that hasO(n) worst-case complexity [28]. A sample
schedule in shown in Fig. 2(b).

For a given client buffer size, the MCBA and MVBA bandwidth
smoothing algorithms result in transmission plans that minimize the
peak bandwidth and maximize the minimum bandwidth. Still, these
algorithms differ in terms of rate variability, the frequency of rate
changes, and client buffer utilization, as discussed in Section III.

C. Smoothing at the Peak Rate

In addition to generating transmission plans, the MCBA and
MVBA algorithms provide an efficient way to compute the minimum
achievable peak transmission rate. The next two algorithms use this
rate to generate schedules with different performance properties.

• RCBS: Given a maximum bandwidth constraintr, the rate-
constrained bandwidth smoothing(RCBS) algorithm generates
a schedule with the smallest buffer utilization by transmitting
frames as late as possible, subject to the rate constraint [18],
[29]. Given the rater, this algorithm minimizes the maximum
buffer size required for the particular rate. ThisO(n) algorithm
starts with the last frame of the movie and sequences backward
toward the first frame. Any frame that exceeds the rate constraint
is modified to the maximum rate constraint and then transmitted
earlier. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the RCBS plan follows the actual
data rate for the movie rather closely, particularly for small
buffer sizes.

• ON–OFF: Given a maximum bandwidth constraintr, theon–off
algorithm generates a schedule that alternates between transmit-
ting at the peak rate (“on” period) and not transmitting at all
(“off” period), subject to the rate constraint [23]. TheO(n)
on–off algorithm minimizes the number of on–off segments,
subject to the rate constraint and the client buffer size, and results
in transmission rates that fluctuate across time, as shown in

Fig. 2(d). Depending on the scheduling model at the server, and
the availability of traffic shaping hardware, the on–off schedules
may be easier to implement than the other transmission plans.

D. Periodic Time Intervals

Given the different starting points on thefrontiers, the MCBA and
MVBA algorithms select trajectories that extend as far as possible
before reaching both theL(k) and U(k) curves. Other smoothing
algorithms focus on theL(k) curve in constructing a schedule; if
necessary, these algorithms can iterate to compute a schedule that
also satisfies the buffer constraintb for theU(k) curve.

• PCRTT: In contrast to the four previous algorithms, thepiece-
wise constant rate transmission and transport(PCRTT) algo-
rithm [19] creates bandwidth allocation plans by dividing the
video stream into fixed-size intervals. ThisO(n) algorithm
generates a single run for each interval by connecting the
intersection points on theL(k) curve, as shown in Fig. 3;
the slopes of these lines correspond to the ratesrj in the
resulting transmission plan. To avoid buffer underflow, the
PCRTT scheme vertically offsets this plan until all of the
runs lie above theL(k) curve. Raising the plan corresponds
to introducing an initial playback delay at the client site;
the resulting transmission curve also determines the minimum
acceptable buffer size to avoid overflow given the interval
size, as shown in Fig. 3. The algorithm results in periodic rate
changes, as shown by the example in Fig. 2(e).

• PCRTT-DP: Instead of requiring a rate change for each time
interval, an extension to the PCRTT algorithm employs dynamic
programming (DP) to calculate a minimum-cost transmission
plan that consists ofm runs [20]. Although dynamic program-
ming offers a general framework for optimization, we focus
on the buffer sizeb as the cost metric to facilitate comparison
with the other smoothing algorithms. The algorithm iteratively
computes the minimum-cost schedule withk runs by adding
a single rate change to the best schedule withk � 1 rate
changes. However, an exact solution, permitting rate changes
in any time slot, would introduce significant computational
complexity, particularly for full-length video traces. To reduce
the computational overhead, a heuristic version of the algorithm
[20] groups frames into intervals, as in Fig. 3, when computing
each candidate schedule; then, the full frame-level information is
used to determine how far to raise the schedule to avoid buffer
underflow. This algorithm has a computational complexity of
O(n3):

As shown in Fig. 2(f), the resulting PCRTT-DP algorithm, using a
group size of 60 frames, produces bandwidth plans that are somewhat
similar to MCBA plans, since both try to limit the number of rate
changes. In contrast, the original PCRTT algorithm produces a sched-
ule with a larger number of short runs, since the algorithm uses a sin-
gle time interval throughout the video; in this example, a small inter-
val size is necessary to avoid overflow of the client buffer. The RCBS
plan changes the transmission rate in almost every time unit, except
when large frames introduce smoothing at the peak rate. The next sec-
tion compares the smoothing algorithms across a range of client buffer
sizes, video clips, and performance metrics to evaluate these tradeoffs
in transmitting prerecorded, variable-bit-rate video. The properties of
the various smoothing algorithms are summarized in Table I.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Using the traces from the video library, this section compares
bandwidth smoothing algorithms based on a collection of perfor-
mance metrics. These metrics include the peak rate requirements, the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 2. Bandwidth Plans: These graphs show the transmission plans generated by four different bandwidth smoothing algorithms, applied to the movie
Speed, and a 1-Mbyte client playback buffer. For the PCRTT algorithm, the graph shows the plan with the largest possible interval size that would not
overflow a 1-Mbyte buffer. (a) Min changes (MCBA), (b) Min variability (MVBA), (c) Min buffer (RCBS), (d) Min on–off (ON–OFF), (e) periodic
changes (PCRTT), and (f) dynamic prog. (PCRTT-DP).

variability of the bandwidth allocations, the number of bandwidth
changes, and the utilization of the playback buffer. By applying
these metrics to server transmission plans across a wide range
of realistic client buffer sizes, the simulation experiments show
cost-performance trends that affect the transmission, transport, and
playback of compressed video.

A. Experimental Set Up
Since some of the algorithms implicitly introduce playback delay,

we permit each algorithm to use the same playback delay to transmit
data in advance for the first bandwidth run. For our experiments, we
have allowed a maximum prefetch time (before playback begins) of
900 frames or 30 s. We note that depending on the movie, the size
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Fig. 3. PCRTT Plan Creation: This figure shows the creation of a PCRTT
bandwidth allocation plan. First, the algorithm calculates the average frame
size for each interval (dashed line). Then, the algorithm raises the plan to avoid
buffer underflow. Based on the offset plan, the minimum buffer requirement
is the maximum distance above the underflow curve.

TABLE I
BANDWIDTH SMOOTHING ALGORITHMS

Algorithm Optimization Complexity
MCBA [16], [21] Minimum rate changes O(n)

MVBA [17] Minimum rate variability O(n)
RCBS [18] Minimum client buffer usage O(n)

ON-OFF [23] Minimum number of on/off periods O(n)
PCRTT [19] Maximum spacing of rate changes O(n)

PCRTT-DP [20] General optimization model O(n3)

of the buffer, and the smoothing algorithms, that the prefetch delay
was chosen to optimize the metrics for which they were created.
Except for PCRTT, most of the algorithms do not require such a large
playback delay; typically a few frames, or at most a few seconds, of
start-up delay are sufficient to remove the burstiness at the beginning
of a video.

For the PCRTT and PCRTT-DP algorithms, which determine the
buffer size as a by-product of computing the bandwidth plan, we
vary the window size (for PCRTT) and the number of rate changes
(for PCRTT-DP) to generate a collection of plans, each with a
corresponding buffer size. The fixed window size in the PCRTT
algorithm can result in fluctuations in the performance metrics as the
buffer size increases, since a smaller window size can sometimes
result in a larger buffer requirement. The PCRTT-DP heuristic
computes bandwidth plans based on groups of 60 for the M-JPEG
streams (due to their substantially large number of frames) and
12 frames for the MPEG streams (to match the group-of-pictures
pattern) to reduce the computation time; sample experiments with
smaller group sizes resulted in similar values for the performance
metrics. However, the frame grouping does limit the ability of the
algorithm to compute bandwidth plans for small buffer sizes; for small
buffer sizes, a more exact (and computationally expensive) version of
the PCRTT-DP heuristic should produce statistics that resemble the
MCBA results, since both algorithms compute transmission plans that
limit the number of rate changes. The frame-grouping and rate-change
parameters both limit the algorithm’s ability to compute valid plans
for small buffer sizes, since smoothing into a small buffer requires
bandwidth changes on a very small time scale.

For a typical 2-h video(n = 216 000 frames), the MCBA,
MVBA, RCBS, and PCRTT algorithms require a few seconds of
computation time on a modern workstation. The RCBS algorithm
generally executes in the smallest amount of time (after determining
the rate constraint), followed by the ON–OFF, PCRTT, MVBA, and

MCBA algorithms (in that order); exact comparisons of computa-
tional overhead are difficult, since they would depend on the platform
and the details of each implementation. The PCRTT-DP algorithm,
using a group size of 60 frames for M-JPEG streams and allowing
up to 3000 rate changes, requires about 1 h to execute. Similarly,
for the MPEG streams, the PCRTT-DP algorithm uses group sizes of
12 and requires about 1 h to execute as well. Because the PCRTT-
DP algorithm starts with the number of rate changesK = 1 and
iteratively calculates the minimal cost of each successive bandwidth
change, calculating a plan that has 1000 bandwidth changes requires
the calculation of all plans with fewer bandwidth changes. To speed
this algorithm up, we calculated all the costs (in terms of the buffer
size) for each sequence of frames(i; j); 0<i< j � N: This reduces
the computational complexity of each bandwidth change toO(n2):

B. Peak Bandwidth Requirement

The peak rate of a smoothed video stream determines the worst-
case bandwidth requirement across the path from the video storage on
the server, the route through the network, and the playback buffer at
the client site. Hence, most bandwidth smoothing algorithms attempt
to minimize

max
j
frjg

to increase the likelihood that the server, network, and the client have
sufficient resources to handle the stream. This is especially important
if the service must reserve network bandwidth based on the peak
rate, or if the client has a low-bandwidth connection to the network.
In addition, reducing the maximum bandwidth requirement permits
the server and the network to provide deterministic guarantees to a
larger number of streams.

Fig. 4 plots the peak ratemaxfrjg as a function of the client buffer
size for each of the motion-JPEG and MPEG clips. The graphs plot
the minimum peak rate achieved by the MCBA, MVBA, RCBS, and
ON–OFF algorithms. For each video, the peak rate decreases as the
buffer size increases, with diminishing returns for larger buffer sizes.
The same basic trends hold for each of the motion-JPEG and MPEG
clips, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively, since motion-JPEG
and MPEG encodings should have similar variability in frame sizes
on the medium time scale. However, the MPEG clips typically show
a more dramatic reduction in the peak rate for very small buffer sizes,
since a small buffer allows the server to smooth over variations in
frame sizes within an MPEG group-of-pictures. Also, the MPEG clips
flatten sooner under large buffer sizes, due to the smaller average
frame sizes and the shorter video lengths of the MPEG clips.

The graphs in Fig. 4 also show some variation between the
different video clips. Under small buffer sizes, the movies with the
largest variations in frame sizes also tend to have the largest peak
bandwidth requirements, due to the limited ability to smooth large
peaks. In Fig. 4(a), theBeauty and the Beast, E.T. (high quality), and
NCAA Final Fourvideos are the top three curves, while theSeminar
videos have the lowest peak bandwidth requirements for buffer sizes
less than 1 Mbyte. For the threeE.T.videos at different quality levels,
the lower quality encodings have lower peak rate requirements, due
to the smaller frame sizes at each point in the video. In fact, under
larger buffer sizes, theE.T. (low quality)video actually has alower
peak bandwidth than theSeminarvideos. For large client buffers,
smoothing removes nearly all of the burstiness in the stream, yielding
a plan that stays very close to the mean frame size of 6305 bytes; the
threeSeminarvideos, digitized with a quality factor of 90, have larger
average frame sizes (8604, 8835, and 9426 bytes). Thus, for small
buffer sizes, the peak bandwidth requirement is generally driven by
the maximumframe size, while for larger buffer sizes, the peak rate
is driven mostly by theaverageframe size.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Minimum Peak Bandwidth Requirement: These graphs plot the peak bandwidth as a function of the client buffer size for each of the motion-JPEG
and MPEG video clips. The graphs plot the peak rate achieved by the MCBA, MVBA, RCBS, and ON–OFF algorithms, which minimize this metric.
(a) Motion-JPEG clips. (b) MPEG clips.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Peak Bandwidth Requirement Across All Algorithms: These graphs plot the peak bandwidth as a function of the client buffer size for each of
the bandwidth smoothing algorithms for two video clips. (a)Final Four (M-JPEG) and (b)Mr. Bean (MPEG).

While the MCBA, MVBA, RCBS, and ON–OFF algorithms mini-
mize the peak bandwidth, PCRTT and PCRTT-DP transmission plans
typically do not have substantially larger maximum bandwidth re-
quirements. Fig. 5 plots the peak bandwidth as a function of the client
buffer size for two of the video clips. These results are representative
of the performance of the PCRTT and PCRTT-DP algorithms on the
other video clips. In general, the PCRTT algorithm is limited by its
interval size since it does not have full flexibility to smooth across
intervals. Hence, the PCRTT algorithm has the most difficulty when
a video clip has areas of sustained large frames followed by areas
of small frames (or vice-versa). These regions require small interval
sizes to avoid overflow and underflow of the client buffer. These
small interval sizes, in turn, limit the algorithm’s ability to smooth
across larger time periods, resulting in a higher peak rate.

The PCRTT-DP plans often have smaller peak bandwidth re-
quirements than the PCRTT algorithm and are similar to the other
algorithms. In fact, an exact version of PCRTT-DP algorithm, using
a group size of one frame, would generate transmission plans that
minimize the peak bandwidth. However, the grouping of frames can
sometimes inflate the peak rate when a sequence of large frames fall
within a single group.

C. Variability in Bandwidth Requirements

In addition to minimizing the peak bandwidth, a smoothing algo-
rithm should reduce the overallvariability in the rate requirements
for the video stream [17]. Intuitively, plans with smaller rate variation
should require fewer resources from the server and the network;
more precisely, smoother plans have lowereffective bandwidthre-
quirements, allowing the server and the network to statistically
multiplex the maximum number of streams [30]. Even under a
deterministic model of resource reservation, the server’s ability to
change a stream’s bandwidth reservation may depend on thesizeof
the adjustment(jrj+1 � rj j), particularly on rateincreases. If the
system does not support advance booking of resources, the server
or the network may be unable to acquire enough bandwidth to start
transmitting frames at the higher rate.3 Since the video clips have

3If the system cannot reserve resources for the higher bandwidthrj+1, the
video stream may have to adapt to a smaller rate to avoid terminating the
remainder of the transfer. For example, with alayeredencoding of the video
stream, the server could reduce the transmission rate by sending only the
higher priority components of the stream [31], [32]. To limit the degradation
in video quality at the client site, the server can raise the stream’s rate as
close torj+1 as possible.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Minimum Bandwidth Variability: These graphs plot the coefficient of variation (standard deviation normalized by the mean) of the bandwidth
requirements as a function of the client buffer size for the MVBA algorithm, which minimizes this metric. (a) Motion-JPEG clips. (b) MPEG clips.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Bandwidth Variability Across All Algorithms: These graphs plot the coefficient of variation (standard deviation normalized by the mean) of
the bandwidth requirements as a function of the client buffer for each of the bandwidth smoothing algorithms for two video clips. (a)Jurassic Park
(M-JPEG). (b) Soccer 2 (MPEG).

different average rate requirements, Fig. 6 plots thecoefficient of
variation

stdevfc0; c1; � � � ; cn�1g

1

n

n�1

i=0

ci

to normalize the variability metric across the different streams, where
the server transmits at rateci at time i: Although the curves have a
similar shape to the peak-rate graphs in the previous subsection, the
variability metric continues to decrease over a wider range of buffer
sizes. In general, the bandwidth variability metric is more affected
by the variation in frame sizes across the entire clip rather than the
scene (or set of scenes) with the largest bandwidth requirements.

For each of the video clips, the coefficient of variation decreases as
a function of the buffer size. In general, the motion-JPEG and MPEG
clips have similar performance trends, though the MPEG clips have
higher variability under small buffer sizes, due to the differences in
frame sizes within a group-of-pictures. In Fig. 4(a), theBeauty and
the Beast, E.T. (quality 75), andE.T. (quality 90)videos exhibit the
most bandwidth variability. Interestingly, theE.T.streams withlower

quality factors have greater variability in the bandwidth requirements.
Although a coarser encoding reduces theaverageframe size, some
frame lengths decrease more than others, depending on the scale of
detail in the scene.

While the MVBA plans consistently have the smallest variability
in bandwidth requirements, the MCBA plans typically have similar
performance, as shown in Fig. 7. In fact, the coefficient of variation
for the MCBA plans is rarely more than 5% higher than the
corresponding MVBA plans across the range of buffer sizes and
collection of video clips in Fig. 6. The videos that show a higher
difference in bandwidth variability also show a higher difference in
the number of bandwidth changes in the MCBA and MVBA plans.
This suggests that the higher variability in the MCBA plans stems
from its attempts to combine multiple bandwidth changes into a
single transmission rate, rather than making gradual adjustments. Still,
both algorithms achieve low variability across a wide range of video
clips while minimizing the peak rate and maximizing the minimum
transmission rate.

In contrast, the RCBS plans have higher rate variability, partic-
ularly under larger buffer sizes, since the algorithm only transmits
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(a) (b)

Fig. 8. Minimum Frequency of Bandwidth Changes: These graphs plot the rate of bandwidth changes as a function of the client buffer size for the
MCBA algorithm, which minimizes this metric. (a) Motion-JPEG clips. (b) MPEG clips.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Bandwidth Change Frequency Across All Algorithms: These graphs plot the rate of bandwidth changes as a function of the client buffer size
for each of the bandwidth smoothing algorithms, except the RCBS algorithm. The rage change frequency for the RCBS plans remains above 800/min for
(a) Jurassic Park(M-JPEG) and above 600/min for (b)MTV 1 (MPEG), even for very large buffer sizes.

data early when it is necessary to avoid exceeding the peak rate later
in the schedule. As a result, an RCBS plan often transmits small
frames at a low rate, resulting in a much lower minimum bandwidth
than the MVBA and MCBA algorithms. Hence, the increase in rate
variability under the RCBS algorithm actually stems from thesmall
transmission rates. The PCRTT and PCRTT-DP schedules have larger
variability in bandwidth allocations. Because the PCRTT algorithm
smooths bandwidth requests based on fixed interval lengths, it cannot
smooth a burst of large frames beyond the size of the interval,
resulting in higher peaks and lower valleys. Under larger buffer sizes,
the partitioning of the frames into fixed intervals plays a large role
in determining the minimum amount of buffering required to have
continuous playback of the video. Finally, the ON–OFF schedules
have very high variability, since the transmission rates alternate
between zero and the peak rate.

D. Number of Bandwidth Changes

In addition to reducing the variability in the resource requirements,
bandwidth smoothing also decreases the frequency of rate changes.
Decreasing the number of rate changes reduces the cost of negotiating
with the network [13] to reserve link bandwidth for transporting

the stream.4 In addition, reducing the number of rate changes may
also reduce complexity at the server, which must retrieve data from
disk for each stream based on its scheduled rate. As a minor point,
reducing the number of rate changes also decreases the size of the
transmission schedule, though this is typically small in comparison
to the size of the actual video frames. Fig. 8 plots the minimum
frequency of bandwidth changes achieved by the MCBA algorithm.
Since the video clips have different durations, the graphs plot the
frequencyof bandwidth changes

m

n

in changes per minute across a range of client buffer sizes, wherem is
the number of piecewise-linear segments in the smooth transmission
schedule andn is the number of frames in the video clip.

For all of the smoothing algorithms and video traces, the client
playback buffer is effective in reducing the frequency of rate change
operations. In Fig. 8(a), the bottom three curves correspond to the

4To further reduce interaction with the network, each video stream could
have a separatereservation planfor allocating network resources along the
route to the client. This reservation plan could have fewer rate changes than
the underlying transmission plan, at the expense of reserving excess link
bandwidth [13], [17].
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Gradual Changes in Frame Sizes:This figure highlights the differences between the MCBA and MVBA plans for a 23-s segment ofJurassic Park
under a 128-kbyte playback buffer. The MVBA algorithm performs a large number of small bandwidth changes to track the gradual increases (decreases) in
the frame sizes. In contrast, the MCBA plan initiates a smaller number of larger rate changes (three changes versus 104 in the MVBA plan). The corresponding
PCRTT plan has 31 rate changes. (a) Segment ofJurassic Park. (b) MCBA and MVBA plans. (c) PCRTT plan.

Seminarvideos, which do not require many rate changes due to
their small frame sizes and the low variability in their bandwidth
requirements. TheNCAA Final Fourvideo requires the highest rate
of bandwidth changes, due to the large frame sizes and long-term
variations in scene content. For a 64-kbyte buffer, this stream requires
an average of 1.8 rate changes per minute under the MCBA plan. In
contrast, the corresponding MVBA plan requires 8.5 rate changes
per minute. In general, MCBA requires many fewer rate changes
than the other algorithms, as shown in Fig. 9. For some movies and
buffer sizes, the MVBA plans have up to 14 times as many bandwidth
changes as the corresponding MCBA plans. This occurs because the
MVBA algorithm introduces a larger number of small rate changes
to minimize the variability of bandwidth requirements in the server
transmission plan.

As an example, we compare the MCBA and MVBA algorithms on
the 23-s video trace shown in Fig. 10(a). For a 128-kbyte buffer,
the MVBA algorithm introduces 104 rate changes (55 increases
and 49 decreases), while the MCBA plan has just three bandwidth

changes, as shown in Fig. 10(b). During the first 400 frames of the
video segment, the frame sizes gradually increase over time. On
this long stretch of increasing bandwidth requirements, the MVBA
algorithm tends to follow the “curve” of the increase by generating a
sequence of small rate increases. A similar effect occurs during the
gradual decreases in frame sizes for the remainder video segment.
In Fig. 10(b), note that the area between the two plans, in the range
of frames 12 720–12 900, is approximately equal to the size of the
smoothing buffer. This suggests that the MVBA plan has filled the
client buffer, requiring a more gradual response to the rate increases in
the video segment. In contrast, the MCBA plan has a nearly empty
buffer, giving the algorithm greater latitude in adjusting the server
transmission rate; referring to Fig. 1, this is a case where the MCBA
algorithm selects a starting point at theright-most point along the
frontier, whereas the MVBA algorithm selects theleft-mostpoint.

Although the MVBA plans often have fewer rate changes than
the corresponding PCRTT plans, the PCRTT algorithm sometimes
generates fewer rate changes under moderate buffer sizes. For these
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Minimum Average Buffer Utilization: These graphs plot the
average buffer utilization as a function of the client playback buffer size for
the RCBS algorithm, which minimizes this metric. (a) Motion-JPEG clips.
(b) MPEG clips.

buffer sizes, the PCRTT algorithm is effective at combining several
bandwidth runs of the MVBA algorithm into a single rate interval. For
example, in Fig. 10(c), the PCRTT algorithm generates only 31 rate
changes, in contrast to the 104 changes in the corresponding MVBA
plan. The PCRTT-DP algorithm produces bandwidth allocation plans
that are very similar to the MCBA algorithm, since they both strive
to minimize the number of rate changes; however, under smaller
buffer sizes, the PCRTT-DP heuristic generates more bandwidth
changes due to the frame-grouping factor. In contrast to the PCRTT
algorithms, the RCBS plans tend to follow the sizes of the individual
frames for most of the stream, except when some workahead trans-
mission is necessary to avoid increasing the peak rate for transmitting
the video. With a small client buffer, the RCBS algorithm requires
nearly 1800 rate changes per minute (i.e., one per frame!). Although
the number of rate changes decreases as the buffer size grows, the
RCBS algorithm still generates significantly more bandwidth changes
than the other algorithms except for extremely large buffer sizes.

E. Buffer Utilization

Although bandwidth smoothing reduces the rate requirements for
transmitting stored video, workahead transmission may consume

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12. Buffer Utilization: This figure shows the buffer utilization over
time for smoothing the movieCrocodile Dundeewith an 11-megabyte
playback buffer. (a) RCBS and Inverse RCBS. (b) MVBA. (c) PCRTT.

significant buffer resources at the client site. For a given sizeb

for the playback buffer, a smoothing algorithm could strive to
limit buffer utilization while still minimizing the peak rate [18].
Reducing the buffer utilization allows the client to statistically share
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the playback space between multiple video streams, or even other
applications. If the client application can perform VCR functions,
such as rewinding or indexing to arbitrary points in the video stream,
a bandwidth plan that limits buffer utilization also avoids wasting
server and network resources on transmitting frames ahead of the
playback point. With fewer future frames in the playback buffer,
the client can cache multiple frames behind the current playback
point, allowing the service to satisfy small VCR rewind requests
directly at the client site. Although the client could statically allocate
buffer space for rewind operation, this would reduce the effectiveness
of bandwidth smoothing by offering a smaller value ofb to the
smoothing algorithm. Instead, we focus on the utilization of the
playback buffer across time, to determine the average amount of
rewind space available.

The utilization of the client buffer corresponds to how far the
transmission schedule lies above the lower constraint curveL(k):
By design, RCBS plans stay as close to theL(k) curve as possible,
without violating the peak rate restriction. The RCBS plan has less
than 15% buffer utilization for most of the video clips in Fig. 11.
In fact, an RCBS plan only reaches theU(k) curve during the
bandwidth runs that must transmit frames at the peak rate. For
example, Fig. 12(a) shows the buffer utilization across time for the
RCBS algorithm for the motion-JPEG videoCrocodile Dundeeand
an 11-megabyte client playback buffer. For comparison, the graph
also includes the buffer utilization for a transmission schedule that
sends frames aslate as possible, subject to the buffer and peak-rate
constraints. Thisinverse RCBS algorithm maximizes client buffer
utilization and may be useful in supporting efficient fast-forward
operations at the client and tolerating variation in network latency.5

Any transmission schedule that minimizes the peak rate must have
a buffer utilization that lies between these two curves. Note that the
two curves meet at a common buffer utilization of 100% when both
schedules must have a full client buffer to avoid exceeding the peak
transmission rate.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have compared a collection of bandwidth smooth-
ing algorithms for compressed, prerecorded video. By capitalizing
on the a priori knowledge of frame lengths, these algorithms can
significantly reduce the burstiness of resource requirements for the
transmission, transfer, and playback of prerecorded video. For small
buffer sizes, the PCRTT algorithm is useful in creating plans that have
near optimal peak bandwidth requirements. However, the PCRTT
algorithm limits the ability of the server to smooth frames across
interval boundaries. The MCBA and MVBA algorithms exhibit
similar performance for the peak rate requirement and the variability
of bandwidth allocations; the MCBA algorithm, however, is much
more effective at reducing the total number of rate changes. The
RCBS algorithm introduces a large number of rate changes, and
a wide variability in the bandwidth requirements, to minimize the
utilization of the client playback buffer. The ON–OFF algorithm also
introduces a lot of variability, though the ON–OFF plans may be
well-suited for systems that have hardware support for traffic shaping.

Future work can consider new smoothing algorithms that enforce a
lower bound on the time between rate changes. The PCRTT algorithm
serves as an initial approach to this problem, with some limitations
in exploiting the playback buffer. In our experiments, we attempted
to find the best interval size to use for the PCRTT algorithm given
a fixed buffer size by calculating many interval lengths. Creating an
efficient algorithm to find the best interval and interval offset, given

5Bounded jitter can also be tolerated by incorporating the maximum delay
variation into the smoothing constraints [17].

a fixed buffer size, is a possible avenue for research. More generally,
the use of dynamic programming in the PCRTT-DP algorithm offers
a valuable framework for minimizing “costs” that are functions
of multiple performance metrics. Similarly, hybrids of the other
smoothing algorithm should be effective in balancing the tradeoffs
between different metrics. For example, extensions to RCBS (or
inverse RCBS) algorithm could operate over coarser time intervals to
reduce the variability in the transmission plans without significantly
changing the buffer utilization properties.

Ultimately, the construction of server transmission plans should
depend on the actual configuration of the server and client sites, as
well as the degree of network support for resource reservation and
performance guarantees. For example, the server may have additional
latitude in smoothing video streams if the client is willing to tolerate
some loss in quality; for example, the server could avoid rate change
operations by occasionally dropping frames, particularly if the stream
has a layered encoding. These new schemes can broaden the family
of bandwidth smoothing algorithms to tailor video transmission
protocols to delay, throughput, and loss properties along the path
from the server, through the communication network, to the client
sites.
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